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Abstract—The practical realization of quantum programs that
require large-scale qubit systems is hindered by current tech-
nological limitations. Distributed Quantum Computing (DQC)
presents a viable path to scalability by interconnecting multiple
Quantum Processing Units (QPUs) through quantum links, fa-
cilitating the distributed execution of quantum circuits. In DQC,
EPR pairs are generated and shared between distant QPUs,
which enables quantum teleportation and facilitates the seamless
execution of circuits. A primary obstacle in DQC is the efficient
mapping and routing of logical qubits to physical qubits across
different QPUs, necessitating sophisticated strategies to overcome
hardware constraints and optimize communication. We introduce
a novel compiler that, unlike existing approaches, prioritizes
reducing the expected execution time by jointly managing the
generation and routing of EPR pairs, scheduling remote opera-
tions, and injecting SWAP gates to facilitate the execution of local
gates. We present a real-time, adaptive approach to compiler
design, accounting for the stochastic nature of entanglement
generation and the operational demands of quantum circuits.
Our contributions are twofold: (i) we model the optimal compiler
for DQC using a Markov Decision Process (MDP) formulation,
establishing the existence of an optimal algorithm, and (ii) we
introduce a constrained Reinforcement Learning (RL) method to
approximate this optimal compiler, tailored to the complexities
of DQC environments. Our simulations demonstrate that Double
Deep Q-Networks (DDQNs) are effective in learning policies that
minimize the depth of the compiled circuit, leading to a lower
expected execution time and likelihood of successful operation
before qubits decohere.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computing is set to revolutionize problem-solving
capabilities beyond classical computers’ limits, utilizing algo-
rithms like Shor’s [1]. However, substantial quantum comput-
ers require thousands of qubits, a goal yet unmet by current
models [2]–[4]. Distributed Quantum Computing (DQC) of-
fers a solution by networking smaller, manageable Quantum
Processing Units (QPUs) to operate as a cohesive unit [5]–
[11]. This approach, conceptualized by Grover [12] and Cleve
and Buhrman [13], facilitates the distributed execution of
quantum circuits across these processors, despite their physical
separation. Critical to DQC is quantum teleportation, which
allows for the transfer of qubits and gates between processors,
overcoming physical qubit interaction limits [14]. The chal-
lenge lies in quantum compilation, adapting theoretical circuits
to the constraints of actual quantum hardware, especially in
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DQC where entanglement control and operational scheduling
are pivotal. See [14] for a detailed review of DQC.

Given a quantum circuit, there are two necessary procedures
to effectively execute it in a DQC environment; initial qubit
mapping, and qubit routing.1 During the initial qubit mapping
phase, the goal is to map the logical qubits of the circuit
to the physical qubit memories within the DQC architecture.
Given multiple interconnected QPUs, the decision involves
determining which qubits will be allocated to QPUs that
may be apart. After receiving the initial qubit mapping, the
DQC compiler should implement the qubit routing, which (i)
injects SWAP operations to enable gate execution on the actual
hardware, (ii) generates EPR pairs in an optimized manner to
cascade into the QPUs, and, (iii) inserts modules (e.g., gate
and qubit teleportations) that facilitate interactions involving
qubits separated across different QPUs.

Assuming only gate teleportations as a means towards DQC,
previous works have used various heuristic methods reducing
the problem of initial qubit mapping to graph partitioning
problems. The end goal is to minimize the number of non-
local operations within a circuit assuming the bottleneck is the
network communications [21]–[23]. These qubit partitioning
approaches transform a circuit into a static qubit interaction
graph for partitioning. Although these methods aim to group
more frequently interacting qubits in the same partition, their
efficiency is compromised by not considering the benefits of
teleporting qubits to different QPUs when this could increase
the number of gates that can be implemented locally.

Numerous papers also consider qubit teleportation to min-
imize the communication cost (i.e., the number of EPR pairs
needed for the execution of the quantum circuit) [24]–[31].
These approaches strategize the mapping of qubits across
various QPUs and consider the potential benefits of teleporting
qubits to different QPUs to execute some of the remaining
gates more efficiently, reducing communication costs. In [32]–
[34], the authors consider solely cat-entanglement operations
[35] as the means towards DQC to minimize the number of
EPR pairs needed for the execution of a quantum circuit.

All of the aforementioned papers do not take into consid-
eration the qubit routing problem. Specifically, they do not
optimize jointly the (i) generation and routing of the EPR

1Both of these procedures have a (simplified) counterpart in quantum
compilation of a single QPU (e.g., [15]–[20]).
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pairs, (ii) scheduling of the remote operations (e.g., qubit or
gate teleportations), and, (iii) compilation of the QPUs’ ”local
circuits”. Most of the papers in the literature assume that the
EPR pair generation is the only costly operation in the DQC
environment, neglecting the state of the DQC environment
(e.g., the instantaneous position of the qubits and the conges-
tion of the network that generates the EPR pairs). However,
we propose that depending on the state of the QPUs and the
remaining tasks of the circuit, implementing sparse (but a
large number of) remote gates2 could be more feasible/efficient
than responding to frequent, small-scale demands for EPR pair
generation using the quantum links (or quantum network).

In [36] the authors incorporate initial qubit mapping, remote
gate scheduling, and qubit routing3 into the compilation pro-
cess. This work employs a k-partitioning heuristic for initial
qubit mapping and uses a heuristic cost approach for schedul-
ing remote gates, assessing the effectiveness of teleporting
qubits versus gates. However, this cost heuristic is based
solely on the count of future gates involving the same qubits,
overlooking the potential need to move these qubits to different
QPUs in the interim. Additionally, by distinguishing remote
gate scheduling from qubit routing—a distinction our approach
does not make since we jointly optimize them—it neglects
to manage/optimize EPR pair generation, or to dynamically
adjust to the availability of entanglements. This separation
underlines a broader issue: decoupling qubit routing from the
compilation process can limit the ability to respond adaptively
to changes in the DQC environment’s state. Finally, [37]
derives upper bounds of the overhead induced by quantum
compilation for DQC.

A. Contributions

In this paper, we introduce a compiler model for gate-based
DQC environments designed to minimize the execution time
of quantum circuits by jointly optimizing the (i) generation and
routing of EPR pairs, (ii) scheduling of the remote operations,
and, (iii) injection of SWAP gates to facilitate the execution
of local gates. Moreover, using a similar technique with [38],
we can use this compiler model to optimize the initial qubit
mapping (see Section V). Therefore, our proposed model
accepts a quantum circuit as input and manages all necessary
adaptations for seamless execution within a DQC environment.
We argue that the optimal compiler should have the following
characteristics (extending the list in [37]):

General purpose: The compiler should work for any given
input circuit within a specified DQC environment.

Online: The compiler should adapt to the stochastic nature
of the system, which stems from the probabilistic nature of
entanglement generation.

Efficient: The compiler should operate efficiently due to the
fragility of the qubits. As it also needs to function online, we
propose that a trained model is suitable, allowing for exten-

2Gates involving qubits across different QPUs.
3This paper separates the remote gate scheduling from the qubit routing

procedure, resulting in differing terminology than ours.

sive training time while ensuring that the actual compilation
process is brief.

Effective: The compiler should maximize the probability of
successfully executing the circuit. For simplicity, we assume
that this translates to minimizing the expected time required
for the execution of the circuit. In Section V we discuss how
we can incorporate heterogeneous gate errors into our model.

State-dependent: The compiler should consider the whole
state of the DQC environment to optimize its decisions.
Consequently, two benefits of that would be that the compiler
could (i) prepare/generate EPR pairs in advance and store them
in the quantum memories within the QPUs to reduce the time
required for executing future remote gates, and, (ii) accurately
determine when to teleport a qubit or a gate by considering
anticipated interactions across all qubits and their locations.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We model the optimal compiler for a DQC environment
using an MDP formulation, guided by the five aforemen-
tioned characteristics. This model provides insight into its
functionality and confirms that algorithms such as value
iteration or policy iteration could potentially solve the
MDP, ensuring the existence of an optimal solution for
constructing a compiler in a DQC environment.

• We propose a constrained RL model designed to effec-
tively approximate the optimal policy for the compiler,
efficiently handling the extensive state and action spaces.
This method focuses on only the most essential environ-
ment information and uses heuristic reward-shaping to
efficiently guide the RL agent towards optimal actions.

• We present simulation results showcasing the effective-
ness of our RL approach, selected through a thorough
investigation of various on and off-policy RL methods,
in developing policies that reduce execution time and
enhance the success rate of random quantum circuits.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first compiler for
a DQC environment designed to minimize expected execution
time. It integrates enhancements to the entanglement distribu-
tion network, improving EPR pair routing, remote operation
scheduling, and strategic SWAP gate injection to support local
gate execution. Unlike existing approaches in DQC where the
optimization objective does not explicitly consider the actual
elapsed time (measured in terms of CNOT gate operations or
concurrent gate executions), our compiler specifically aims to
minimize the real-time duration required for circuit execution.
Finally, unlike the aforementioned works, our trained model is
capable of compiling circuits on-the-fly, eliminating the need
to run an algorithm for each new circuit.

II. PRELIMINARIES

This section introduces the preliminaries and the notation
used by summarizing the notions of quantum circuits and
quantum teleportation (Section II-A), and describing QPU and
DQC architectures (Sections II-B and II-C respectively).
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Fig. 1: A circuit comprising 7 qubits and exclusively CNOT
operations as specified.

A. Quantum Gates & Quantum Teleportation

Gate-based quantum computation relies on a sequence of
controlled operations, such as the Controlled-NOT (CNOT)
gates. Using 3 CNOT gates, a SWAP gate can be implemented,
which exchanges the states of two qubits without altering their
individual states. SWAP gates will be important for qubit rout-
ing, which is one of the main tasks of this paper. A CNOT gate
along with any set of single-qubit gates constitutes a universal
set for quantum computation, allowing any unitary operation
to be approximated with arbitrary accuracy [39], [40]. For
this reason, and as commonly adopted in the literature, our
discussion will center on this universal set of gates throughout
the remainder of this paper. While our primary focus will
be on the two-qubit CNOT gates, given their critical role
in DQC, this emphasis does not limit the generality of our
approach. Our model could also accommodate single-qubit
gates by integrating the necessary parameters.

Figure 1 depicts a quantum circuit comprising 7 qubits and
exclusively CNOT operations. A quantum circuit can also
be described via a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), which
captures the dependency relations between the gates. In this
representation, the immediate set of executable gates, referred
to as the frontier is denoted as F (G), where G is the DAG.

Quantum entanglement is crucial for quantum communi-
cation and can be established between QPUs using quantum
links, like photonic qubits through a fiber optic link. However,
the process of generating entanglement is probabilistic, with
success probabilities varying between 0 and 1, dependent
on the hardware capabilities. The primary role of quantum
network devices is to distribute EPR pairs across distant QPUs,
overcoming the challenge of qubit fragility.

The DQC environment design enables the implementation
of quantum operations involving qubits across multiple QPUs.
This is made possible by leveraging the EPR pairs, which can
be utilized in two ways. Firstly, they enable the execution of
a CNOT gate between physical qubits residing in different
QPUs (gate teleportation). Secondly, they facilitate the phys-
ical teleportation of one qubit to the QPU where the other
qubit is located, allowing for the local execution of the CNOT
operation (qubit teleportation).

The outcomes of gate and qubit teleportations are depicted
in Figure 2. In the case of gate teleportation (Figure 2(b)), the
EPR pair is consumed to enable a remote CNOT operation
between the logical qubits q and q′. It is important to note
that for this operation to occur, both qubits must be adjacent
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Fig. 2: (a) Illustrates an EPR pair shared between two QPUs
which can be used to teleport gates and qubits, (b) illustrates
the state of the QPUs after a gate teleportation operation, while
(c) shows the state of the QPUs after a qubit teleportation.

to the entangled qubits forming the EPR pair. On the other
hand, in the context of qubit teleportation (Figure 2(c)), the
EPR pair is used to transfer the state of one qubit (in the
example qubit q) to the physical qubit that previously held the
one EPR qubit. As a result, the EPR pair is destroyed.

B. Quantum Processing Units Architecture

Quantum computing technologies like superconducting cir-
cuits, ion traps, quantum dots, and neutral atoms show promise
for advancing the field. Superconducting quantum circuits, in
particular, are a focus for both academia and industry due to
their potential. However, these technologies face limitations
in architecture, notably in two-qubit gate implementation. Not
all qubit pairs in a system can perform quantum operations
directly due to physical constraints in hardware design. This
leads to the concept of a quantum processor’s coupling graph,
where nodes represent qubits and edges indicate possible two-
qubit operations, focusing on CNOT operations for simplicity.

We formally denote the coupling graph of a QPU as a graph
P = (V,E) where V represents the nodes that correspond
the set of physical qubits and E the set of links between the
physical qubits. Let us also denote as Q the set of logical
qubits that are introduced by a quantum circuit.

We define a qubit allocation as a function f : Q → V
that maps logical qubits to physical qubits inside the QPU.
Although the qubit allocation mapping is not an isomorphism
due to possible empty qubit memories, we slightly abuse the
notation by using f−1 : V → Q to denote what logical qubits
are mapped to an actual physical qubit position inside the
QPU. Finally if e ∈ E, where e = (v1, v2), v1, v2 ∈ V , we
define f−1(e) := (f−1(v1), f

−1(v2)) to be the pair of logical
qubits that are mapped to the physical qubits that the link e
connects. Since we consider our system to operate in a time
slot manner and the logical qubits might change position in
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Fig. 3: The coupling graph of the IBM Q Guadalupe quantum
processor. This processor’s type is Falcon r4P and can hold
up to 16 qubits. We refer interested readers to [41], where
IBM provides a list of the quantum processors and their
corresponding coupling graphs.

a given time slot, we have a different mapping ft for every
time slot t. Therefore, ft(q) denotes the physical qubit that
the logical qubit q ∈ Q is mapped to at time slot t.

Figure 3 depicts the coupling graph of the IBM Q
Guadalupe quantum processor. The node color in Figure 3
expresses the readout assignment error and the color in the
links the CNOT error. Light color corresponds to greater error.

C. Distributed Quantum Computing Architecture

The establishment of EPR pairs and their distribution be-
tween QPUs is facilitated by quantum links. The physical
qubits that are interconnected through the quantum links are
referred to as link qubits. We can swap the EPR pair halves to
different physical qubit memories inside the QPU architecture.
This capability allows for the pre-generation of EPR pairs,
which can be strategically positioned adjacent to the qubits that
require teleportation through SWAP operations. Additionally,
by vacating a link qubit, new entanglement can be generated
before the initial entanglement is utilized.

We denote as C the set of QPUs in the system and we use
Ci to denote the capacity in terms of physical qubits of QPU
i ∈ C. Q represents again the logical qubits that the quantum
circuit needs. However, in a time slot t there might exist EPR
pairs residing in physical qubits. Therefore, we extend the set
of logical qubits from Q, to Q̃t to include the ”alive” EPR
pairs in time slot t. We partition Q̃t into two disjoint set of
logical qubits; Q̃t = Q + QEPR

t , where QEPR
t contains the

qubits that are generated as parts of EPR pairs and exist in
the QPUs at time slot t. Such qubits, wait to be consumed by
the compiler for a teleportation operation. We introduce the
mapping ϕt : Q

EPR
t → QEPR

t , that takes as an input a half
of an EPR pair and gives as an output the other half that it
is entangled to. For example, ϕt(q) ∈ QEPR

t and q ∈ QEPR
t

form an EPR pair, where the one half is located at ft(q) and
the other at ft(ϕt(q)) (possibly in different QPUs). In a similar
manner, in the rest of the paper we will use the tilde symbol,
,̃ when we need to differentiate notation from Section III-B
where maximally entangled pairs were not present.

We unify the coupling graphs of the QPUs by creating a
single coupling graph P = (V,E) as follows. We keep the

physical qubits as vertices and we partition the edge set E
into two disjoint sets: E = Ep + En, where Ep ∩ En = Ø.
In set Ep we keep the links that correspond to the couplings
between physical qubits in individual QPUs whereas in En

we keep the quantum links that generate EPR pairs.

III. QUANTUM COMPILERS - OPTIMALITY THROUGH AN
MDP

In this section we model the optimal compiler for a DQC
environment using an MDP formulation. To achieve this goal,
Section III-A discusses the problems of initial qubit mapping
and qubit routing, with the latter being the primary focus of
the compiler. Sections III-B and III-C formulate the optimal
compiler of a QPU and DQC respectively.

A. Initial Qubit Mapping and Qubit Routing

Quantum compilation translates the theoretical design of a
quantum circuit, often created without accounting for specific
hardware constraints, into a form that can be executed by a
physical quantum computer. This process aims to preserve the
intended quantum operations and outcomes while adhering to
the architectural limitations of the target quantum hardware.
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Fig. 4: Illustration of one possible compilation of the circuit
illustrated in Figure 1 for IBM Q Guadalupe (see Figure 3).

To exemplify the objective of a quantum compiler, let’s
direct our attention to the circuit represented by Figure 1. For
the purpose of this discussion, we will assume that the circuit
needs to be compiled for the IBM Q Guadalupe architecture,
depicted in Figure 3. Initially, it is worth noting that the circuit
requires 7 qubits, indicating that our processor is equipped to
successfully execute the computation. However, it becomes
evident that there is no initial qubit placement that would
allow the circuit’s gates to be implemented without altering
the logical qubit positions using SWAP operations.

The goal of the (single QPU) compiler is to introduce SWAP
operations into the circuit, thereby enabling its execution while
considering the constraints imposed by the hardware. Gates
can be executed simultaneously in case they concern different
qubits and thus the compilation should try to parallelize the
operations as much as possible. In Figure 1, the first gate
cannot be executed simultaneously with the second, but the
second and third gates can be. Gates executable at the same
time form a layer of the circuit. The resulting circuit, which



incorporates the injected SWAP gates, is commonly referred
to as the compiled circuit. Figure 4 illustrates one possible
compilation of the circuit illustrated in Figure 1 for IBM Q
Guadalupe. Given that the initial qubit allocation is as shown
in the t = 0 of the figure, it illustrates a possible compiled
quantum program and the state of the quantum processor unit
before and after the injected SWAP gate. We define a time
slot as the time needed for the QPU to execute a CNOT gate.

In DQC, the compiler should also inject remote operations
(e.g., qubit and gate teleportations) while also requesting
entanglement generations. Specifically, for a quantum circuit
to be effectively executed, two distinct procedures are required:

Initial qubit mapping: Firstly, the logical qubits of the
circuit should be mapped to the physical qubit memories of
the various QPUs. This can be seen as the starting point of
the compilation and thus is very important for its efficiency.
In Figure 4 observe that even in the single QPU case different
initial qubit mapping would possibly need more SWAP oper-
ations in the compiled circuit (resulting in increased latency).

Qubit Routing/Quantum Compilation: After the compiler
gets an initial qubit mapping, it should (i) generate and route
the EPR pairs, (ii) schedule remote operations, and, (iii) inject
SWAP gates to facilitate the execution of local gates inside the
QPUs. Efficiently finding the optimal compilation is crucial
in quantum computing, as quantum resources are scarce and
fragile. The compiled circuit exhibits differences in both the
number of layers and the number of gates compared to the
initial quantum circuit. Note that the number of layers in the
initial circuit is not indicative of the total running time of the
quantum circuit since there are injected gates that should be
implemented in the compiled version. This fact illustrates why
the initial qubit mapping should not be based only on the initial
circuit but rather should be jointly optimized considering the
compiler model (see discussion in Section V).

B. Optimal Compiler for a Single QPU: MDP Formulation

In this section, we will develop a model for the QPU
compiler with the objective of minimizing the expected ex-
ecution time of a quantum circuit. To accomplish this, we
will define (i) the state space of the QPU, which represents its
current configuration, and (ii) the action space, from which the
compiler selects actions in each time slot. Using a dynamic
framework, the compiler will make optimal decisions, time
slot by time slot, to construct the compiled circuit.

State Space: Recall that P = (V,E) denotes the coupling
graph of the QPU under consideration, where V denotes the
nodes that represent the set of physical qubits and E the set of
links between the physical qubits. Let a physical qubit v ∈ V ,
we use δV (v) to denote v’s neighboring qubits and δE(v) to
denote the links that emanate from v.

Note that the execution of a SWAP gate requires three
CNOT gates. Consequently, when a SWAP gate is applied
to a link, the link becomes temporarily unavailable until the
completion of the gates. Essentially, if a SWAP gate involves
a physical qubit v ∈ V , then all the links in δE(v) are
blocked until the gate is finished. To capture the availability of

links within a specific time slot t, we introduce the function
ct : V → N+ that denotes the number of time slots that must
elapse before a physical qubit can be used again.

For a given time slot t, the state of the system is defined
as st = (ft, ct, Gt) ∈ S, where ft describes the placement of
logic qubits within the QPU, ct denotes the nodes’ cooldowns,
i.e., the time needed until the node/qubit can be used again,
and Gt represents the remaining DAG that consists of the
operations that are to be executed for the completion of the
initial circuit. Note that the feasible gate operations are dictated
by the frontier of Gt, F (Gt). The ultimate objective of the
compiler is to reach a state s∗t∗ = (·, ·,Ø) at a (preferably
minimal) time slot t∗, where Ø denotes an empty graph,
indicating the successful completion of the compilation.

Action Space: The action space captures all the possible
actions of the compiler. For every link in the coupling graph,
the compiler can perform one of the following actions: (i)
nothing (from now on denoted as Ø), (ii) CNOT gate, or
(iii) SWAP gate. The compiler can execute multiple CNOT
gates to neighboring physical qubits at a time slot. Therefore,
the actions of the compiler correspond to matchings4 in
the coupling graph, where each link (u, v) of the matching
corresponds to a gate executed on physical qubits u and v.

Actions correspond to matchings; Let us denote the set of
matchings of a coupling graph P as M(P ). m ∈ M(P )
represents a matching of the coupling graph, which consists of
edges that link physical qubits. However, a link e = (u, v) ∈ E
of the coupling graph P cannot be used in a time slot in case
either ct(u) > 0 or ct(v) > 0 by definition. Therefore, to
indicate the links that we can activate in every time slot we can
construct a new, truncated graph denoted as P tr

t = (V tr
t , Etr

t ),
where the set V tr

t ⊆ V does not include nodes that have
cooldowns associated to them. Therefore,

V tr
t :=

{
v ∈ V : ct (v) > 0

}
.

Similarly, Etr
t includes the links from E that connect nodes in

V tr
t , i.e, Etr

t := {(u, v) ∈ E : u, v ∈ V tr
t }. Hence, to express

the set of links that we can enable in every time slot we focus
on the set of matchings of P tr

t , i.e., M (P tr
t ). We map the

actions to matchings in this graph and we assume that the non
existence of a link in a matching means that for this link we
pick the null action, Ø.

Actions are matchings with (unique) labels on the links;
However, the activation of a link (or existence of a link in a
matching) can represent two different operations, (i) a CNOT
execution, or (ii) a SWAP gate. To formalize the action set,
we introduce a labeling mapping of the edges of the graph P
at time slot t, and denote it as lt : E → {”swap”, ”score”}.
The compiler should pick a labeling mapping in every time
slot t according to which ”SWAP” in a link e ∈ E would
mean that a SWAP (f−1(e)) would be injected at time
slot t, and the label ”score” in a link e ∈ E would mean
that a CNOT (f−1(e)) would be executed in that time slot.

4A matching is a subset of edges in a graph such that no two edges share
a common vertex.



However, depending on the state st of the system not all
possible labels are feasible for a link.

The ”score” label can be put in a link e ∈ Etr
t only in

case CNOT (f−1(e)) ∈ F (Gt). On the contrary the ”swap”
label can always be used. However, a little thought reveals that
there is not any rationale for the optimal compiler to inject a
”swap” before it injects a ”score” to a pair of qubits in case
that is possible. We introduce the set of eligible labelings for
a matching m ∈ M(P tr

t ) at time slot t, given the state st as
follows:

Lel(st,m) :=
{
l : l(e) = Ø,∀e /∈ m,

l(e) = ”swap”,∀e ∈ m : CNOT (f−1(e)) /∈ F (Gt),

l(e) = ”score”, o.w
}

Observe that there is a unique label for every activated link
of the matching and thus we can rigorously define the set of
actions of the compiler given a state st at time slot t as:

A(st) =
{
m : m ∈ M(P tr

t )
}
.

System Evolution: After picking a strategy at ∈ A(st) in a
time slot t, the system state evolves to the next state, st+1,
according to the following intuitive recipes:

• For ft+1 the only elements that change correspond to
the qubits for which we implemented a SWAP gate.
Specifically, ft+1(q) = ft(q

′
), ft+1(q) = ft(q

′
) for every

SWAP (q, q
′
) which was injected at time slot t.

• For ct+1 first we subtract one time slot for every non
positive weight, i.e., ct+1(u) = ct(u)−1,∀u : ct(u) > 0.
Secondly, for every injected SWAP (f−1

t (u, v)) at time
slot t, ct+1(u) = ct+1(v) = 2 (equivalent to 3 CNOT).

• For Gt+1 we should remove the gates that were imple-
mented with the label ”score” at time t.

Having formulated the optimal compiler for a single QPU
as an MDP, we express its task through a cost function quanti-
fying the time required to complete the DAG. This conversion
into an optimization problem is deferred to Section III-C,
where we immediately address the optimization challenge for
the optimal compiler in a DQC setting.

C. Optimal Compiler for DQC: MDP Formulation

In this section, we will build upon Section III-B by extend-
ing the MDP formulation to develop an optimal compiler for
a DQC environment featuring multiple interconnected QPUs.

To execute a quantum circuit, the logical qubits should
be placed to physical qubits, now potentially in different
QPUs. Subsequently, the compiler manages qubit routing.
This process involves generating and handling EPR pairs,
scheduling remote operations, and injecting SWAP gates to
facilitate the execution of local gates. Although in the rest of
the section we model the compiler through its optimal qubit
routing, in Section V we discuss how we can use the compiler
to find an initial qubit mapping.

State Space: As in Section III-B, we use ft to denote the
qubit mapping, ct to express the cooldown weights for every

node v ∈ V , and Gt to denote the DAG to be executed for a
time slot t. We redefine the state of the system at time slot t
as a vector st = (QEPR

t , ft, ct, Gt), where QEPR
t denotes the

EPR pairs available at time t. QEPR
t is assumed to include the

mapping ϕt (see Section II-C) necessary to spot the entangled
halves of the EPR pairs. The ultimate objective of the compiler
again is to reach a state s∗t∗ = (·, ·, ·,Ø) at a (preferably
minimal) time slot t∗.

Action Space: The action space is now enriched with
operations that concern the DQC framework. Specifically, we
now have the following operations/actions (i) nothing (denoted
as Ø), (ii) SWAP gate, (iii) CNOT gate, (iv) teleport gate,
(v) teleport qubit, and (vi) EPR generation. Once again, a
constraint imposed by the hardware is that when a qubit is
involved in an operation, no other gate can affect its state.
Therefore, to introduce the action space, we should focus again
on the matchings of a graph. Nevertheless, the teleportations,
which involve qubits entangled among different QPUs makes
the coupling graph and the trancated graph P, P tr

t , developed
in the Section III-B no more useful.

For that reason, we introduce a hypergraph5 P̃t = (V, Ẽt)
that includes also hyperlinks that capture the teleportation op-
erations. We create the set Ẽt of the hyperlinks by partitioning
it into 3 disjoint sets, i.e., Ẽt = E + Etg

t + Etq
t , where

E = Ep + En is the set of edges of the graph P as usual,

Ẽtg
t :=

{
(u, ft(q), ft(ϕ(q)), v),∀q ∈ QEPR

t ,

∀u ∈ δV (ft(q)),∀v ∈ δV (ft(ϕ(q)))
}

, and,

Ẽtq(t) :=
{
(v, ft(q), ft(ϕ(q))),∀q ∈ QEPR

t ,

∀v ∈ δV (ft(q))
}
.

The set Etg encompasses hyperlinks signifying the possible
teleportation of gates, while the set Etq contains hyperlinks
that denote the teleportation of qubits. It should be noted
that when a hyperlink from either set is activated, the nodes
involved in the operation must be rendered inactive until the
operation concludes.

Actions correspond to matchings; Similarly with
Section III-B, we construct the truncated graph of P̃t

for a time slot t, P̃ tr
t = (V tr

t , Ẽtr
t ), by excluding nodes that

have cooldowns. Therefore,

V tr
t :=

{
v : v ∈ V and ct(v) > 0

}
.

Ẽtr
t includes the links from Ẽt that connect nodes in V tr

t .
Hence, to express the set of links that we can activate in
every time slot we focus on the set of matchings6 of P̃ tr

t ,
i.e., M(P̃ tr

t ). Observe that a matching m ∈ M(P̃ tr
t ) contains

links that can be activated simultaneously in a time slot.

5A hypergraph is a generalization of a graph in which an edge can join
any number of vertices. In an ordinary graph, an edge connects exactly two
vertices.

6A matching m on a hypergraph is a set of hyperedges such that every two
hyperedges in m have an empty intersection (have no vertex in common).



However, the actual action that will be associated with a link
is to be considered using labels as in Section III-B.

Actions are matchings with (unique) labels on the links;
To formalize the action set, we introduce a labeling mapping
of the edges of the graph P̃t at time slot t, and denote it
as lt : Ẽt → {”swap”, ”score”, ”tele-gate”,”tele-qubit”, ”generate”}.
The compiler picks a matching with labeled edges in
every t according to which ”swap” and ”score” in a link
injects a SWAP and a CNOT gate respectively. ”tele-
gate” in a (hyper)link e = (v1, v2, v3, v4) ∈ Etg

t injects a
CNOT (f−1((v1, v4))) (see Figure 2(b)). Labels ”tele-qubit”
and ”generate” will not affect the compiled circuit explicitly
but only the state transitions (see System Evolution below).

Similarly to Section III-B, we introduce the set of eligible
labelings for a matching m ∈ M(P̃ tr

t ) at time slot t, given
the state st as follows:

Lel(st,m) :=
{
l : l(e) = Ø,∀e /∈ m,

l(e) = ”swap”,∀e ∈ Ep ∩m : CNOT (f−1(e)) /∈ F (Gt),

l(e) = ”score”,∀e ∈ Ep ∩m : CNOT (f−1(e)) ∈ F (Gt),

l(e) = ”tele− gate”,∀e = (v1, v2, v3, v4) ∈ Etg
t ∩m :

CNOT (f−1
t (v1, v4)) ∈ F (Gt),

l(e) = ”tele− qubit”,∀e ∈ Etq
t ∩m,

l(e) = ”generate”,∀e ∈ En ∩m : f−1
t (e) = Ø

}
.

Lel(st,m) assigns labels only to links with feasible operations
available. For example, a link in En can generate an EPR pair
only if the link qubits associated are empty. Note that each
activated hyperlink may be associated with a unique label,
allowing us to characterize the action space by identifying
matchings within the truncated graph. We can now define the
compiler’s action set for a given state st at time slot t as:

A(st) =
{
m : m ∈ M(P̃ tr

t )
}
.

System Evolution: After picking a strategy at ∈ A(st) in a
time slot t, the system state evolves to st+1, as follows:

• QEPR
t+1 (i) includes the new EPR generated from success-

ful ”generate” activations, and (ii) deletes the EPR pairs
destroyed from ”tele-gate” and ”tele-qubit” operations.

• The mapping ft+1 evolves from ft, with modifications
in certain elements, as detailed below (”swap” is omitted
since its effect on ft is described in Section III-B):

1) The ”tele-gate” operation in a hyperedge
(v1, v2, v3, v4) change ft+1 as:

f−1
t+1(v2) = f−1

t+1(v3) = Ø.

2) The ”tele-qubit” operation in a hyperedge
(v1, v2, v3) change ft+1 as:

f−1
t+1(v2) = f−1

t (v1), f−1
t+1(v1) = f−1

t+1(v3) = Ø.

3) The ”generate” operation in a link e = (v1, v2) ∈
En - if successful - creates an EPR pair q, q

′ ∈
QEPR

t+1 and changes ft+1 as:

ft+1(q) = v1, ft+1(q
′
) = v2.

• For ct+1 we should first subtract one for every non
positive weight, i.e., ct+1(v) = ct(v)− 1,∀v : ct(v) > 0.
Secondly, we should update the weights for the nodes
depending on the actions taken at time slot t. Note that
both gate and qubit teleportation circuits can be executed
in κ+1 time slots [39], where κ denotes the time needed
for a classical bit to get transferred through classical links.
The effect of ”swap” is described in Section III-B and
thus is omitted.

1) For every ”tele-gate” operation in a hyperedge
(v1, v2, v3, v4):

ct+1(v1) = ct+1(v2) = ct+1(v3) = ct+1(v4) = κ.

2) For every ”tele-qubit” operation in a hyperedge
(v1, v2, v3): ct+1(v1) = ct+1(v2) = ct+1(v3) = κ.

3) For every ”generate” operation in a link e =
(v1, v2) ∈ En: ct+1(v1) = ct+1(v2) = λ− 1,

where λ (potentially ̸= κ) denotes the time needed for
the entanglement generation protocol to finish.

• For Gt+1 we should remove nodes from Gt according to
(i) the CNOT gates, and, (ii) the gate teleportations we
implemented at time slot t. In the case of a ”tele-gate”
operation, it is important to note that only after κ time
slots, when then the action will be completed, we will be
able to delete the corresponding node of the DAG.

Objective: The mission of the compiler is to produce a
circuit with the minimal (expected) feasible depth, optimizing
both its execution speed and the likelihood of successful oper-
ation by the QPU. Let N represent a time horizon, expressed
in the number of time slots, within which we are certain that
qubit decoherence will occur. Therefore, the objective is to
execute the circuit as rapidly as possible7, and definitively
before reaching t = N . Let g(st) denote the cost incurred at
time slot t for a state st. We encode the need for minimizing
the expected execution time of the circuit into g:

g(st) =

 ∞ t = N,Gt ̸= Ø
0 Gt = Ø
1 otherwise.

Because of the intrinsic stochasticity of the framework, the ob-
jective of the compiler is to pick actions/matchings a1, . . . , aN
to minimize the expected cost:

mina1,...,aN
E
{
g(sN ) +

N−1∑
t=0

g(st)
}
. (1)

Section III presented a model for the optimal compiler. Nev-
ertheless, the vast array of potential states and actions within
the system makes analytical solutions via MDP formulation
potentially infeasible. Nonetheless, in Section IV, we modify
this model, enabling the derivation of approximately optimal
compilers for the DQC framework.

7If the probability for successful entanglement is one, the time elapsed until
the compilation of the circuit coincides with the compiled circuit’s depth.



IV. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING IMPLEMENTATION

Reinforcement Learning has been widely used as an efficient
method for deriving policies for MDPs, especially when the
environment under which the policy needs to be developed
is sufficiently complicated. There are many model-free off-
policy (e.g. Deep Q-Network (DQN) [42], Double Deep Q-
Network (DDQN) [43]) or on-policy (policy gradient [43],
Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [44]) RL methods being
used or improved upon, which have led to remarkable achieve-
ments in various fields [45], [46]. The MDP formulation in
Section III-C happens atop a highly complex environment; a
processor capable of holding |V | different qubits will have,
depending on the DAG required to be solved, |Q̃t| different
logical qubits present in the processor. Furthermore, each
action (from the possible |Ẽt| actions) could have a cooldown
period of up to Cmax.8 This alone would define a state space
of size (|V |!/(|V | − |Q̃t|)!)(|Ẽt| ∗ Cmax), leading to a very
large state space that would be impractical even for traditional
RL methods like Q learning. As a result, we introduce neural
network-driven learning agents such as DQN, DDQN and
PPO, as a more feasible way to train the learning agent
(approximators), which are known to be efficient at finding
policies for MDPs with large state and/or action space [47].

A. Efficient formulation and constrained RL

It is well-documented that RL techniques begin to suffer as
the dimensions of the state and the action space grow [48]. So
a sound strategy would be to consider different methods that
would allow for the problem to be represented in a way that
reduces these dimensions. In the following, we describe the
state and action spaces used in our RL formulation, highlight-
ing how we simplified or approximated them compared to the
optimal formulation discussed in Section III-C.

State Space: The (reduced) state space considered for the
RL formulation9 consists of three components, with the first
two components serving as input to the NN learning agent.
The first component specifies the location of the logical qubits
on the processor, represented as a vector of size |V |, denoted
as Sloc.10 The second component of the state represents the
DAG being solved, and is a vector Sdag of size 3Gmax.
Gmax denotes the number of gates in the circuit, and the
multiplication factor of 3 is there because each DAG vertex
is identified with 3 integers: the first two elements are the
logical qubits that need to undergo ”score” operation, and
the third component denotes the layer of the corresponding
gate in the DAG. The third and final component of the state
vector, Smsk, is a mask vector with a dimension equal to the
number of considered actions (described below), indicating the
availability of each action depending on the state st. Thus the
state vector is S = [Sloc, Sdag, Smsk].

8Cmax denotes the maximum cooldown possible.
9The state space of the actual environment of the DQC framework will

be exactly as formulated in Section III-C. However, we should reduce the
information that we feed the NN agent for efficiency.

10Sloc corresponds to the mapping f−1 introduced in Section II-B.

Approximation 1: Note that Smsk is a binary vector. Com-
pared to the formulation in Section III-C, we have omitted the
actual cooldown time for each link from the state. By doing
this, depending on Cmax, we significantly reduced the state
space. The mask only indicates whether a label is available,
without specifying the time required for it to become available
again. The rationale behind this approximation is that the
compiler will not benefit significantly from knowing exactly
when each link will be available again.

Action Space: Recall from Section III-C that the action
space of the optimal compiler consists of the set of matchings
of the hypergraph P̃t. It is only by defining the optimal action
space as this set of matchings that we could formulate the
problem as described in Eq. 1. However, this action space is
too large for an RL method to handle efficiently.

Approximation 2: We reformulate the action space to consist
of all feasible labels (as defined in Section III-C) for every
link. In other words, instead of matchings, we now enumerate
all possible labels for the hypergraph’s links. Consequently,
we introduce the ”stop” action as an auxiliary action, corre-
sponding to the end of a matching, which would reduce the
cooldowns in the current state of the environment. Note that
this approximation decouples an iteration of the RL agent from
the actual time slot in the DQC environment’s compilation
process. Although we sacrifice optimality, through a well-
designed reward shaping, we can align the RL agent’s rewards
with the actual time elapsed in the real DQC system.

Approximation 3: Inspired by the observation that a ”score”
action11 can always be executed immediately when possible
without sacrificing optimality, we apply the same principle
to the ”tele-gate”. Thus, whenever an EPR pair neighbors
two logical qubits in a gate at the frontier of the DAG, we
immediately teleport the gate.

Therefore, an action in the RL formulation can be either
”stop”, ”swap” in any link of graph P , any possible ”tele-
qubit” operation, and finally ”generate” for every link in En.
Therefore, the action space has dimension 1 + 2|Ep|+ |En|.
Note, that we do not define the subset of actions at each step
depending on their feasibility, but we rather use Smsk to help
the learning agent only choose the actions that are feasible.
Since the learning agent is NN-based, this requirement ensures
that all actions can be assigned to the output layer of the NN.

Rewards: Depending on the state every action introduces a
reward to the RL agent. Specifically, every time a ”score” is
implemented successfully, independently of the state, the agent
gets Rscore. Moreover, since we allow N time slots (and thus
N ”stop” actions) for the compiler to execute the circuit, we
enforce a Rsuccess reward whenever it finished the circuit and
a negative Rfail if it fails. To map the timing of the actual
DQC environment with the time slots of the RL agent we also
incur a negative reward Rstop every time the action is ”stop”.

For the ”swap” and ”tele-qubit” actions we get inspiration
from [20] to design a distance based reward shaping. We
construct a graph, similar to P but we put weight 1 for

11In the RL formulation labels from Section III-C became actions.



every link in Ep and a large weight, wqlink, for every link
in En. This captures that we need one SWAP to traverse a
link inside a QPU but it is not possible for a qubit to change
QPU without using an EPR pair. For that reason, we also
connect the entangled EPR pairs with a link of weight 1.
We can now calculate a metric, d(q, q

′
) that calculates the

shortest distance between the logical qubits q and q
′

in the
aforementioned graph. To calculate the reward we use one
more distance metric called dfrontiert that calculates and adds
up the distances d(q, q

′
) for every gate CNOT (q, q

′
) in the

frontier. Every time in the aforementioned calculation that
an EPR is used, we delete their corresponding link in the
graph so that we do not use twice the same EPR for the
calculation of dfrontiert . For every time slot t, we calculate
the reward of ”tele-qubit”s and ”swap”s with the reward
Rdist = ξ(dfrontiert−1 − dfrontiert ), where ξ is a parameter.

B. Learning Agent and RL approaches

.

Fig. 5: Overview of the learning Agent (DDRL-based exam-
ple) in the constrained RL environment.

Figure 5 illustrates the learning agent under the proposed
RL environment, primarily referring to DQN/DDQN approach.
For policy-based approaches, such as PPO, an additional step
is required to ensure that the probabilistic selection of action
remains within the constraints defined by Smsk. The state
of the environment is accessed by the learning agent NN,
where the first layer will take as input Sloc and Sdag , while
Smsk is entered at second-last layer, where it ensures that
infeasible actions always have a lower value than all the
feasible actions (through Hadamard product of Smsk and the
second-last layer). For the value based methods, these values
represents the Q-value of each actions given the state, and are
outputs in last layer. In policy gradient methods, it’s crucial
to calculate the probabilities assigned to each action such
that infeasible actions are assigned a probability of zero [49],
effectively enforcing Smsk constraints.

V. DISCUSSION: MODEL EXTENSIONS

In this section, we discuss potential extensions and applica-
tions for the model developed for our compiler. These ideas

are based on initial concepts and will be explored through
comprehensive simulation in our future work.

Initial qubit mapping: Our optimal compiler can identify
an effective initial qubit mapping that aligns well with the
compiled circuit. The process unfolds over three key steps
(see Figure 5 in [38]): initially, the compiler compiles the
original circuit, using the final qubit placements to establish
the initial mapping for a compilation of the reverse circuit. It
then compiles this reverse circuit. After executing the reverse
circuit, we can use the final qubit placements as the initial
qubit mapping for our target compilation. This method ensures
that qubits needing early interaction in the actual circuit are
optimally positioned close together within the QPU’s physical
qubit memories (or within a proximity of an EPR pair). This
triple compilation strategy, by reusing the same compiler,
simplifies the challenging task of the initial qubit mapping.

Noise: We are using model-free policies, and we do not
need to know the probability for successful entanglement to
optimize the compilation process. With the same argument,
we note that although we optimize the time needed for the
execution of a quantum circuit, one could change the objective
and environment in a way to consider heterogeneous quantum
noise in the system. The new model can, for example, max-
imize the end fidelity of the qubits in the DQC environment
given the different CNOT errors (see Figure 3). Nevertheless,
to be able to do that, the RL environment should be able to
simulate such a noise.

Quantum switch & repeater scheduling: The developed
compiler model considers QPUs interconnected via quantum
links. However, depending on the DQC architecture and the
distance between the QPUs, there might be configurations
where quantum switches or repeaters are employed instead
[50]–[53]. These devices connect with QPUs to facilitate end-
to-end entanglement, which is then used for quantum telepor-
tation as usual. To establish this entanglement, the repeaters
or switches perform a Bell State Measurement (BSM) on
two EPR pairs, each linked to one of the target QPUs. This
BSM can be effectively seen as a qubit teleportation of an
EPR half to one of the QPUs. Thus, within our model,
repeaters or switches can be viewed as specialized QPUs
that the initial qubit mapping does not assign logical qubits
from the circuit. While existing literature often models arrivals
through a stochastic process with a well-defined rate [50]–
[54], our model adapts to actual requests from the compiler for
implementing remote gates from actual quantum circuits. This
adjustment is well-suited to the demands of near-term NISQ
devices, where the specifics of the circuit and the scheduler’s
decisions should not be based on average behavior but on
specific case requirements.

Tokenize a circuit: In the RL model developed in Sec-
tion IV, our quantum compiler is trained to efficiently han-
dle circuits up to Gmax gates. To extend this capability to
larger circuits, we propose a method akin to the ”lookahead”
technique used in classical compilers. This method involves
tokenizing the circuit into manageable blocks. Each block is



compiled independently, where the final qubit mapping of one
block serves as the initial qubit mapping for the subsequent
block. While this approach may compromise some degree
of optimality, it enables the compilation of more complex
circuits beyond the original capacity of our compiler, thereby
enhancing its practical utility and flexibility.

Quantum teleportation inside a single QPU: In our model
of the DQC environment, we utilize the generation of EPR
pairs to facilitate gate and qubit teleportation between distant
QPUs. However, teleportation may also prove beneficial within
a single, sufficiently large QPU for executing infrequent gates
between spatially distant qubits. This model allows us to
explore the advantages of implementing teleportation within a
single QPU. Notably, generating an EPR pair within a single
QPU is simpler than between distant QPUs, as it only involves
a Hadamard gate followed by a CNOT gate, without the need
for fiber optics or flying qubits.

Add remote operations in action space: Note that al-
though the action space developed in Section III-C was based
on qubit and gate teleportation for remote operations, one
could extend the model to use cat-entanglements as a different
action by appropriately extending the analysis [32]–[34].

Unary and three-qubit gates: Our model, which currently
relies on quantum circuits with only CNOT gates, can be
straightforwardly extended to incorporate unary gates and
three-qubit gates such as Toffoli gates by simply modifying
the DAG.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the RL-
based compiler model introduced in the paper, specifically
its capability to reduce the expected completion time. The
code developed for these simulations is open-sourced.12 We
conducted experiments in a DQC environment with two QPUs
as shown in Figure 3 connected with a quantum link. The
training involved random circuits with CNOT gates randomly
generated between logical qubits. For every episode, we gen-
erate a new random circuit to be compiled and the qubits are
initially placed randomly in the QPUs. We used the following
reward shaping parameters: Rscore = 500, Rsuccess = −3000,
Rfail = 3000, and Rstop = −20. The weight for the quantum
link was set to wqlink = 30, with ξ = 18. The cooldown
parameters for ”tele-qubit” and ”tele-gate” were set at κ =
λ = 5. We set the deadline N = 1500. Hence the compiler
has 1500 time slots before qubit decoherence. This signifies
that the compiler can select ”stop” up to 1500 times before
the qubits fully decohere and it would correspond to 1500
matchings/actions in the MDP formulation (see Section III-C).
Finally, we set |Q| = 18 for the random circuits, emphasizing
that a single QPU considered is unable to execute such circuits.

To identify the optimal learning agent for our MDP, we eval-
uated various RL methods and fine-tuned the hyperparameters
through extensive experimentation. For our best performing
method, DDQN, the following set of hyperparameters were

12https://github.com/ppromponas/CompilerDQC.git
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Fig. 6: Time evolution of (a) cumulative reward and (b)
time elapsed until successful quantum circuit compilation or
deadline expiry, for DDQN, DQN, and PPO.

found to be efficient for most of the compiler configurations:
learning rate lr = 0.00001, batch size for training the learning
agent β = 2560, memory buffer for learning BS = 100000,
epsilon decay denominator ϵd = 50, discount rate for RL
λ = 0.99 and the target network update parameter τ = 0.001
(for DDQN). The learning agent was scheduled for training
after every 5 actions, with each training session comprising
10 iterations of training steps. The neural network architecture
that was used (unless otherwise mentioned) consisted of a
multi-layer perceptron with two hidden layers (Hadamard
product with Smsk is not counted as hidden layer), the first
having 140 neurons and the second having 150 neurons. A
ReLU activation layer followed the second hidden layer to
ensure all outputs were non-negative to ensure that masks
correctly adjust the Q-value for infeasible actions to zero and
maintain non-negative real numbers for others.

A. Reinforcement Learning Algorithms

In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of three RL
architectures: DQN, DDQN, and PPO, using random circuits
with 30 gates and probability for successful entanglement
pgen = 0.95. Figure 6(a) displays the time evolution of
the reward across episodes. Notably, PPO fails to increase
the reward, whereas DQN and DDQN progressively learn to
optimize it. To illustrate the correlation between reward and
the compiler’s efficiency, Figure 6(b) tracks the actual time
elapsed (counted by the number of ”stops”) until the compiler
either successfully compiles the circuit or reaches the deadline.
PPO never successfully compiled the circuit, while DQN and
DDQN initially struggled but eventually learned to compile
the circuits more efficiently, thereby reducing the compilation
time. This demonstrates that the reward shaping, detailed in
Section IV, effectively links higher rewards to reduced compi-
lation time. Furthermore, the time elapsed corresponds to the
depth of the compiled circuit, based on the DQC environment’s
time slot definition. In case of pgen = 1 the depth of the
compiled circuit coincides with the time elapsed until the
compilation of the circuit. We note that DDQN performed
marginally better than the other value-based approach, DQN,
so we only consider DDQN for the rest of the section.
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Fig. 7: Time evolution of (a) cumulative reward and (b)
time elapsed until successful quantum circuit compilation or
deadline expiry, for various probabilities for successful EPR
generation pgen ∈ {0.95, 0.7, 0.5}.

B. Varying Probabilities of Successful Entanglement

In this experiment we vary the probability for successfully
generating an EPR pair, pgen. We study the cases of pgen ∈
{0.95, 0.7, 0.5} and we plot in Figure 7 the time evolution of
(a) the cumulative reward and (b) time elapsed until successful
quantum circuit compilation or deadline expiry (depending
on what happened first). In this experiment, to boost the
performance of the compiler, we had to increase the neural
network to 240 and 200 neurons for the hidden layers for the
cases of pgen = 0.7 and pgen = 0.5. Observe that DDQN was
able to learn how to optimize the reward (Figure 7(a)) and
compile the circuits successfully (Figure 7(b)) even when we
increase the uncertainty in the model.

C. Varying Number of Gates

Recall that we arbitrarily set the deadline to N = 1500.
This experiment studies what number of gates we can compile
in this deadline. For that reason, we test random circuits
with 30, 40 and 50 gates for the training of the RL agent.
However, a trained compiler could compile circuits with more
gates by partitioning the circuit into blocks, where the final
configuration of each block serves as the initial qubit mapping
for compiling the subsequent block.

Observe from Figure 8(a) that in all of the cases the
compiler was able to learn how to increase the reward -
which corresponds to learning how to complete more and
more gates in the circuit. However, as indicated in Figure 8(b),
the deadline proved insufficient for the successful compilation
of circuits with 50 gates. For circuits with 40 gates, the
deadline barely allowed the compiler to sometimes complete
the compilation successfully. Nevertheless, the inconsistency
in achieving this led to a failure in maintaining increased
rewards when compilations were unsuccessful.

VII. CONCLUSION

We introduce a novel compiler for DQC that, unlike existing
approaches, prioritizes reducing the expected execution time
by jointly managing the generation and routing of EPR pairs,
scheduling remote operations, and injecting SWAP gates to
facilitate the execution of local gates. This compiler can be
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Fig. 8: Time evolution of (a) cumulative reward and (b)
time elapsed until successful quantum circuit compilation or
deadline expiry, for random circuits comprising of 30, 40 and
50 CNOT gates.

employed to jointly optimize the entanglement distribution
network and the qubit routing of the logical qubits of the
quantum circuit to successfully compile and execute the latter.
It aims to facilitate successful compilation and execution,
particularly in the near term when resources are limited,
by providing personalized execution and resource allocation
tailored to each DQC environment and quantum circuit. In
the future, we plan to broaden the scope of our simulation
studies by testing the compiler under various scenarios.
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